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Will be brief, assume most know what we have done and are doing – cut to chase - needs
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One slide to provide context from our past efforts and momentum. research needs context 



Coastal Wetlands are a Priority 

Losing an acre per day (1996-2006) 
 
Most are at least moderately stressed 
 
Future scenarios 
are worrisome 
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 Coastal wetlands are a hallmark feature of Mid-Atlantic landscape, with more stacked ecosystem services than any other habitat But despite federal and state protections, we continue to lose wetlands at an alarming clip.  Plus, most remaining marshes are in compromised health, which affects functions and ecoservices like flood protection Future scenarios are worrisome because trends of loss and degradation are expected to increase due to tipping points in response to SLR rate changes



How important are coastal wetlands for resilience? 

How are wetlands responding to sea level rise, storms?          
Where will wetlands likely survive in the future?  

How do other stressors (e.g. pollution, management 
practices) affect wetlands and their resilience properties? 

Can declines in coastal wetland condition, ecosystem services 
and resilience be reversed, and if so what is the ROI (costs & 
benefits)?  

Can we provide site-specific guidance on BMPs and actions to 
promote the greatest coastal resilience via healthy wetland 
acreage? 

Post-Sandy Questions 
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 Sandy was a major event, and there have been many other smaller but more frequent disturbance events recently. Here are some questions that we are focused on, in the context of coastal wetlands and future coastal resilience/



1.  Research Priorities - Monitoring 

MACWA 
Mid-Atlantic Coastal Wetland Assessment 
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- To address these questions, it needs to start with sustained monitoring. Monitoring gets little support traditionally, but is more critical than ever For coastal wetlands, we designed MACWA in 2007 and have been working to implement ever since, to fill a vital monitoring need. No time to review MACWA; suffice to say it is a multi-level, linked program whereby remote sensing data is ground-truthed with efficient rapid measures, yielding additional info on stressor-response relationships in different areas.- Then, intensive studies and monitoring at fixed stations helps to answer questions about why changes occur, or how to adapt management and restoration efforts to maximize wetland survival and ecosystem services. 



1.  Research Priorities - Monitoring 

MACWA Tier 2 
1a) Expand and repeat rapid 

assessments in areas of 
greatest change  

1b) Adapt RAM to more directly 
examine stressor-response 
relationships along shorelines 
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In the abstract, we listed some discrete research needs associated with MACWA itself.   First, of course, we need to sustain the effort, which is currently funded at less than 10% of full design levels.  Even at our fixed stations, we have less than half the funding needed to sustain monitoring for the next 3-4 years But Sandy also revealed a few limitations of the MACWA design, which focused mostly on anthropogenic stressors and also whether marshes are keeping pace with SLR.  - So, one post-Sandy need is to add metrics to the rapid assessment protocol to more directly examine shoreline condition and erosion.  As you can see, our preliminary attempt to include this has shown that there is considerably spatial variation in shoreline erosion



1.  Research Priorities - Monitoring 

MACWA Tier 4 
1c.  Sustain station monitoring (<50% funded next 3-4 years) 
1d.  Add shoreline metrics to                                                                                   

station monitoring to                                                                                          
examine integrity and                                                                                      
functions of edges 
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Similarly, at our fixed stations, we would like to sustain the core metrics that we have, but also add new shoreline-focused metrics to examine the physical and biological processes that contribute to greater erosion, and to come up with BMPs to help offset edge erosion. Sandy also led to some research questions about compaction due to the depth and duration of standing water on the marsh, which this effort could help address.



1.  Research Priorities - Monitoring 

Shoreline Condition 
 

1e. Perform a shoreline condition inventory 
around the state 
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Finally, we recommend that a statewide inventory be completed to assess the condition of the shorelines, including manmade alterations such as bulkheads, riprap, piers, and dikes, as well as natural features such as slope and state of erosion.This would enhance vulnerability assessments and provide a base layer for strategic restoration planning for tactics such as living shorelines.



2.  Research Priorities – Project R&D 

Money Island, NJ 

Dozens of pilot projects have been conceptualized in 
the Delaware Estuary and Barnegat Bay, designed with 
scientific principles and with local support 
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Which brings me to the second research needs area – R&D on restoration projects...read text



2.  Research Priorities – Project R&D 

Interest in living shorelines, dredge sediment application,                                 
etc., has increased.  But funding to test key concepts in                           pilot 
projects has not kept pace with interest 
 
2a) Install, monitor and adaptively manage new Living Shoreline and 

sediment placement R & D projects, including larger scale “hybrids” 
 
2b) Form a LS Technical Group to share data and lessons learned  
 

May 2010 June 2010 June 2011 Post Sandy 

Post Sandy  
Bulkhead near LS 
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Thanks to our success and the success of other living shoreline and beneficial use type projects, (read…)While we recommend that more ecologically mindful approaches be used to build resilience, compared to bulkheads for example, as scientists we recommend some caution regarding the types of projects installed where simply because they have not been tested here or optimized to take advantage of local fauna and flora. For new, more aggressive tactics, we should not just hop over the R&D phase and jump right to full scale implementation.- there is a critical need to ….



3.  Research Priorities - Studies 

Coastal Wetlands for Shoreline Defense 
3a. How does storm surge buffering services vary with 

wetland type, locale and condition?                               
(Are these studies underway by others?) 

3b. What physical and biological features convey natural 
levee-building, and can they be enhanced?                 
(Pilot efforts and proposals are in development) 

3c. How does pollution (e.g., nutrients) contribute to 
weakened coastal wetland health and resilience?      
(Pilot efforts and proposals are in development) 

3d. Do coastal habitat mosaics (e.g. combinations of 
wetlands, SAV, oyster reefs) convey heighted    
resilience when in close proximity? (Proposals in devel.) 
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There are many other questions we believe are important to address to help boost cost-effective resilience using coastal wetland defenses.  For example…..



4.  Research Priorities – Strategic BMPs 

Marsh Futures 
 
 
 

 

 
 

4) Strategic, Science-Based Prioritization of  
    Places and Tactics (BMPs, Resilience Proj.) 
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Finally, we recommend that geospatial guidance maps be produced to guide strategic prioritization and investments in any resilience-building actions and management practices.  With regard to coastal wetlands, we call these “Marsh Futures” mapsThey basically will rely on finest scale elevation data such as LIDAR, but then ground-truthed to account for local variation in optimal plant growth ranges.  The elevation capital maps will be designed to predict “years until drowning” based on biological and physical data inputs from specific areas. When compared with tactics inventories and expected logistical issues, the elevation capital maps will then guide which areas are most urgently in need of attention, and which tactics would be the most beneficial to address high vulnerabilities.   The Marsh Futures effort will initially focus on areas of highest importance, such as wetland areas that protect crucial infrastructure. Outcomes will help ensure highest ROI (bang for buck) in investments of precious resources
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